8 Hoof Care Myths
Experts address common misconceptions about hoof care.
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Like a bike with a flat tire or a tennis racket with a broken string, a horse with poor hooves has limited usefulness. But how to
keep a horse’s hooves in their best condition is an often discussed and sometimes hotly debated topic. There are theories
regarding horses’ feet that constantly keep horseowners contemplating the fact and fiction of hoof care.
Often misinformation is accepted as truth simply because it has been around a long time. In this article we address a few of
the most common misconceptions about hoof care, and ask top experts to explain the truth behind the myths.
Myth: White hooves are softer and have more problems than black feet.
The color of the hoof is influenced by the color of the skin above it, so if a horse has white markings directly above the hoof,
the hoof itself may carry the same pigmentation. Many people believe that hooves with black walls are stronger than hooves
with white walls.
Master Farrier John Burt owns and operates the JDC School of Basic Farrier Science near Texarkana, Ark. He is a member
of and tester for the Brotherhood of Working Farriers Association (BWFA) and a 2001 inductee to the BWFA Hall of Fame.
John says, "There is no quality difference on the same horse, no scientific data to sustain any difference. The white and the
black hoof are both designed the same structurally; the texture and quality of the hoof is the same."
One of the foremost experts in his field, Doug Butler, Ph.D., of LaPorte, Colo., is the author of The Principles of
Horseshoeing, one of the most widely used texts on horseshoeing in the world. He also has 30 years of teaching experience
and acts as a consultant and lecturer on horseshoeing. In 1976 while doing research at Cornell University, he conducted a
study on white versus black hooves by taking squares of hoof material and crushing them in a compressor.
"There was no difference between black and white," he agrees. "The main difference was in moisture content: The softer
hooves fell apart easier." He notes that genetics also play a role in hoof strength. "Some Paint Horses have extremely brittle
white hooves and others don’t. Appaloosas seem to have extremely strong feet, no matter what color; genetic propensity
seems to be more important than the color of the hoof."
Myth: All horses need hoof supplements added to their feed.
The reason we add supplements is because there is something missing from the horse’s feed. Whether your horse needs a
nutritional supplement depends on what you are feeding him; if his diet is nutritionally balanced, supplementation is probably
not necessary. And just like people, some horses can thrive on a basic diet, while others struggle to maintain good condition
with every expensive feed and supplement known to man.
Some "complete feeds" already include nutrients such as biotin, which is important to all connective tissue, and methionine,
an amino acid essential for strong hooves. There are endless numbers of products on the market that claim they will help
your horse’s hoof quality; often the best way of finding a supplement that helps an individual is by trying them out and
finding one that works.
Doug Butler comments, "There are a few very good supplements on the market, and then there are a lot that are not well
researched. I have counted more than 25 products on the market, but the problem is that every animal responds differently."
Talk to your veterinarian about determining what supplements your horse might need. Having your hay and pasture
analyzed will help you make an educated decision. However, hoof supplements won’t be a miracle cure for horses in poor
condition.
According to John Burt bad feet are often caused by nutrition problems and obesity. "On obese horses the hoof often

stops growing because it’s so stressed from carrying so much weight, especially the front feet. I’ve done two horses this
year where the wall just was not growing. I got one to drop 250 pounds, and the feet improved."
Other factors that can contribute to poor hoof quality include genetics or undesirable living conditions, such as wet, mucky
ground.
Myth: Horses get thrush from standing on wet ground.
Thrush is an infection of the frog and sole of horses. Wet conditions alone will not result in thrush, since bacteria and fungi
must be present, but dirty conditions such as stalls not mucked out regularly are certainly a cause of this nasty condition.
Affected feet will have a very offensive odor and will produce a black discharge around the frog. Lameness will result if the
condition is allowed to progress far enough to affect the sensitive structure of the foot.
Proper cleaning and trimming of the feet along with proper stable sanitation will help decrease the chance of infection. If you
notice that your horse’s feet smell bad and/or have a discharge, cleaning and disinfecting them with a copper sulfate product
or iodine solution can treat the problem. A regular trimming schedule with your farrier also helps prevent and control thrush.
Myth: Hot fitting the shoe hurts the horse.
Hot shoeing, including hot fitting, refers to the act of forging/fabricating a shoe, and allows the farrier to custom make and fit
the shoe to the horse. Hot fitting involves applying a hot shoe to the horse’s hoof, burning the hoof where the shoe is applied
and seating the shoe to the hoof.
"Those in favor of hot shoeing say that a well-placed hot set shoe seals the hoof tubules and allows the farrier to see where
there is a high or low spot in the foot," explains Bill Reed, a farrier from Columbus, N.C., who shoes horses in the Carolinas
and Florida. "Some will argue that burning the foot injures the foot or dries it out, but this is false because there are no nerve
endings there. Does it hurt when you trim your fingernails?"
Myth: Oil products help seal in moisture.
There are as many products at the tack and feed stores to keep horses’ hooves in good condition as there are anti-aging
creams on the beauty aisle at the local pharmacy. One thing to note is that some products are oil-based and claim to add
moisture to the hoof, while others are called sealants and claim to lock moisture in—or out—of the hoof.
Sean Reichle,product manager for Farnam Horse Division, explains, "Oil based conditioners, when used correctly, nourish
and moisturize the hoof, which may become dried out because of environment or management conditions. Just like different
people’s fingernails require different treatments to keep them in top condition, it is important to assess a horse’s hooves
periodically."
Bill Reed is not a big fan of oily hoof dressings, but offers advice on how he thinks they should be used. "Dressing should be
applied to the coronary band only," he says. "Then it can be absorbed and moisturize the new hoof growth. But I only apply
sealant to the rest of the wall. If you slather dressing all over the hoof, it softens the foot and then in a climate such as
Florida, for instance, where the soil is sandy and hot, the feet dry out. If the hoof is constantly wet and then dry it constricts
and contracts, and the shoes loosen quicker."
Sean Reichle advises, "In some situations, the use of an oil-based conditioner around the coronary band and sole of the
hoof, and a sealant on the hoof wall and nail holes, may be an appropriate hoof care program."
Sean recommends different products for different scenarios. "A horse that spends most of his time out in the field and is only
groomed occasionally might benefit from a formula that includes pine tar because it may require less frequent application in
harsh conditions and is a bit messy," he explains. "For a horse that is kept primarily in the barn and groomed frequently, a
product with a lighter formula that is applied more often would be a better choice."
Whether you use hoof dressing or not, attentive hoof care is a paramount concern. "The best advice is, if the horse is being
used then you should clean the feet every day," John Burt says.
According to Doug Butler, the best "hoof conditioner" is the water that the horse drinks and stays hydrated with.
Regardless of the hoof care product you use, follow the manufacturers instructions for application.
Myth: A piece of gravel can work its way up from the bottom of the hoof through the coronary band.
A "gravel" is a condition where an abscess, instead of coming out through the bottom of the foot, works its way upward

beneath the hoof wall and breaks out at the soft tissue of the coronary band, where the infection drains out. It is not,
however, literally a piece of gravel working its way up the hoof.
"I find that ‘gravel’ is a regional term for describing an abscess," Bill Reed says. "The farther north you go, they say that a
horse ‘graveled’ rather than ‘abscessed.’ "
According to John Burt, "Gravitational force and the way that the foot is constructed make it questionable that an actual
piece of gravel can travel up there. Look at the structure of the foot and figure out the gravitational force: It pushes down.
When an abscess is created, the pressure is pushing it up the foot."
He reasons, "If you did find a piece of gravel in an abscess, it was driven in from the bottom, and then the abscess itself
pushed it up through the coronary band."
Myth: Factory shoes have four nails holes on each side, so each hole should be utilized.
Shoes can be nailed on with as many nails as necessary to secure the shoe to the hoof. Sometimes two per side are
sufficient on a smaller foot or a nail pattern that takes advantage of the stronger points of the hoof wall, bypassing the
weaker section. Clips can also be used to hold a shoe on.
"The nail holes in keg shoes are there as options, not to be filled up," Bill Reed says. "Some shoes have eight or 10
holes—aluminum shoes have 12. I did one horse last year that someone else had shod with 11 nails in one shoe. That was
incredible! I think three nails were clinched together. That’s just overkill."
Hooves constantly grow and change, and sometimes parts of the hoof are healthier than others. Nails must be driven into
solid healthy wall, or they will not provide a secure hold. On improperly cared for hooves, the hoof wall may be in such poor
condition that a farrier can’t nail a shoe on or may only be able to place a couple of nails on each side. The hoof grows very
slowly, about a 1/4 inch per month, requiring from six to nine months to grow out completely. Because the hoof grows so
slowly, it is preferable to prevent damage, rather than to try and repair damage once it has occurred.
Myth: Barefoot horses need farrier attention less often than shod horses.
Some experts suggest pulling a horse’s shoes for half of the year to let the hooves "recover" from shoeing, including letting
the nail holes grow out. If the conditions are right, the farrier will have a better hoof to work with when the horse starts
wearing shoes again.
"This is a good idea if you’re not riding the horse and the footing is good," Doug Butler says. "Out here in Colorado our
pasture has a lot of crushed granite so that wouldn’t really work because the horse’s feet would wear down too much."
For horses doing a lot of work, removing the shoes may be impractical. When wear exceeds growth, then shoes are
necessary for a sound horse. Also, corrective horseshoes can be helpful for horses with specific soundness problems.
Shoes can also provide extra traction in slippery conditions, especially when they are drilled and tapped so that studs can be
used.
If you do remove the horse’s shoes, don’t just turn him out for six months and forget about him. R.T. Goodrich, who has a
four-shoer practice in Petaluma, Calif., explains, "Horses in a corral or pasture need regular hoof care at six- to eight-week
intervals, shod or not. Uneven wear affects the horse’s entire body, not just the feet."
Consider your horse’s lifestyle and take into consideration the above factors. Then consult your farrier to decide what is best
for your horse.
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